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Let x0, Xi, x2, • • •   be a bounded sequence and write Ax0 = Xi— x0,

A2Xo = x2 — 2xi4-xo, • ■ •   and in general

A"x0 = X (-!)*(  . )xn-k.
t_o \k /

Of course if AnXo = 0 from some point on then {x„} is a constant se-

quence. On the other hand A"x0 can approach 0 very rapidly without

the sequence being a constant, e.g. if x„ = 1/2" then A"x0 = ( — |)n. We

will determine the exact rapidity with which A"x0 can go to 0 for a

nonconstant sequence.

Theorem. A. Let c>0. There exists a nonconstant bounded sequence

{x„| with |A"x0| f^(c/n)n.

B. Let {xn} be a bounded sequence for which «|ABXo|1/n—->0.

Then {xn} is a constant.

Proof. A. Choose

Zo      k\    \k)

so that A"x0 = (-5)"/«! and |A"x0| ^(c/n)n when d = c/e. This se-

quence is certainly nonconstant and we need only show that it is

bounded. We have

(I) Z -T—    L ) = V2«     «-"(l + l/z)"dz/z
t_o     k\    \k / J c

where C is the circle |z| =(w/5)1/2.

Write z = (n/d)ll2eie and observe that

g-8/»|  tr-Ulnty  _|_   !/z)|2

= e-»'» exp [-2(5/w)1/2 cos d](l A- 2(5/w)1'2 cos 6 A- 5/n)

^ 1,

since e~'(l A- t) = 1 for all real t. It follows immediately that

\e-s*(lA-l/z)n\ £exp[d/n-n/2]=eS12 and so by (1) we obtain the

bound |x„| ^e*/2.
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B. Write F(z) = e~zzZxnizn/nl) and note that along the positive

axis

(2) | Fiz) |   ^ e"2 zZ I xn | — ^ e-*Ce* = C.
ra!

Also

z**
F(z) = zZ &nXo —

nl

and by hypothesis for every e>0 a Ce can be found so that |A"x0|

^C€(e2/2ra)\ Hence, for all z,

. ^A2 V   I « I" ^  (el zl1'2)2"
\H>)   =c<Z(-)  — = C£    '

\2nJ      nl (2ra)Bra!

2ra!

so that

(3) | F(z)|   g C.exp [e| zl1'2].

The proof is now completed by an application of the Phragmen-

Lindeloff theorems.

We quote Titchmarch [l]:

Let/(z) be analytic in | arg z\ <ir/2a, continuous in | arg z\ -&ir/2a.

Suppose   that    |/(z)|   ^ C   on    |argz|   = ir/2a   and   that    |/(z)|

^C, exp[e|z| °] for every e>0 in   | arg z| <ir/2a. Then   |/(z)| ^C

throughout | arg z\ ^ir/2a.

Applying this to/(z) = F( — z), a = \ we conclude by (2) and (3)

that | F(— z) | ;£ C throughout the plane so that, since F is entire, it

is a constant. Thus e~'zZxniz"/nl) = C and so x„ = C.
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